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Handbook of Speckle 
Filtering and Tracking 
in Cardiovascular 
Ultrasound Imaging and 
Video
Editors: Christos P. Loizou et al., 
Cyprus University of Technology, 
Cyprus

This is the first book to combine 
speckle imaging and video 
filtering and tracking, and their 
applications to provide different levels of material to 
researchers interested in developing imaging and video 
systems with better quality by limiting the corruption of 
speckle noise in their systems. Topics covered include: 
Physics of speckle noise; Despeckle filtering (linear, 
nonlinear, and wavelet); Speckle Tracking; Block Matching; 
Strain Calculation and Analysis; Segmentation; and 
Texture Analysis.

2018 / 704pp / £130 / $210 
Print  PBHE0130 / 978-1-78561-290-9 
eBook  PBHE013E / 978-1-78561-291-6

Enhanced Living 
Environments: From 
models to technologies
Editors: Rossitza Ivanova Goleva 
et al., Technical University of 
Sofia, Bulgaria

This book presents state-of-
the-art technological solutions 
and supporting systems 
such as resource and data 
management, fault tolerance, 
security, monitoring and control. 
The book’s editors are part of The Enhanced Living 
Environments (ELE) project, which promotes the provision 
of infrastructures and services for autonomous living 
via the seamless integration of ICT within homes and 
residences. The book offers a coherent and realistic image 
of architectures, techniques, protocols, and cloud-based 
solutions related to ELE and to Ambient Assisted Living 
(AAL).

The IET Book Series on e-Health Technologies

2017 / 408pp / £100 / $160 
Print  PBHE0100 / 978-1-78561-211-4 
eBook  PBHE010E / 978-1-78561-212-1

EEG Signal Processing: 
Feature extraction, 
selection and 
classification methods
Editor: Wai Yie Leong, Taylor’s 
University, Malaysia

This book presents state 
of the art aspects of EEG 
signal processing methods 
used for feature extraction, 
feature selection and feature 
classification to discriminate among several mental 
tasks. It emphasizes advanced strategies, case studies, 
clinical practices and applications such as EEG for 
meditation, auditory selective attention, sleep apnoea; 
person authentication; handedness detection, Parkinson’s 
disease, motor imagery, smart air travel support and brain 
signal classification.

2018 / 296pp / £110 / $145 
Print  PBHE0160 / 978-1-78561-370-8 
eBook  PBHE016E / 978-1-78561-371-5

Engineering High Quality 
Medical Software: 
Regulations, standards, 
methodologies and tools 
for certification
Author: Antonio Coronato, 
National Research Council of 
Italy, Italy

This one-stop reference focuses 
on high-confidence medical 
software in the growing field 
of e-health, telecare services and health technology. It 
covers the development of methodologies and engineering 
tasks together with standards and regulations for medical 
software. Key topics covered include configuration, design, 
verification and validation, risk management, testing 
and maintenance. This book is written for research-
focused engineers, scientists and practitioners who focus 
on healthcare software and e-health platforms and 
technologies.

The IET Book Series on e-Health Technologies

2018 / 296pp / £100 / $160 
Print  PBHE0120 / 978-1-78561-248-0 
eBook  PBHE012E / 978-1-78561-249-7
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Soft Robots for 
Healthcare Applications: 
Design, modelling and 
control
Authors: Shane Xie et al.,  
The University of Auckland,  
New Zealand

This book presents a systematic 
investigation of the design, 
modelling and control of soft 
robots operated by pneumatic 
muscle actuators (PMAs). It 
includes a thorough review of the research in the field, 
and new insights into emerging technologies and 
developments for use in soft robots for healthcare. It also 
demonstrates applications of mechatronics to provide 
better clinical rehabilitation services. This book will 
provide biomedical engineering and robotics professionals 
and students with the fundamental mechatronics 
engineering knowledge to analyse and design new soft 
devices.

2017 / 240pp / £90 / $145  
Print  PBHE0140 / 978-1-78561-311-1 
eBook  PBHE014E / 978-1-78561-312-8

Semiconductor Lasers 
and Diode-based Light 
Sources for Biophotonics
Editors: Peter E. Andersen & 
Paul Michael Petersen, Technical 
University of Denmark, Denmark

From a team of international 
experts in the field, this 
reference takes readers from the 
fundamentals to the technologies 
and applications of bio-optics 
and biophotonics. It covers recent 
advances in semiconductor materials, visible and NIR 
lasers, LEDs, blue lasers, quantum cascade lasers, SDLs 
and their photochemical applications, near-IR imaging, 
Raman spectroscopy, and optical coherence tomography. 
Ideal for researchers and practitioners in medical optics, 
medical imaging, biophotonics, applied optics, and 
semiconductor and laser science.

2018 / 480pp / £130 / $170 
Print  PBHE0070 / 978-1-78561-272-5 
eBook  PBHE007E / 978-1-78561-273-2

Human Monitoring, 
Smart Health and 
Assisted Living: 
Techniques and 
technologies 
Editors: Sauro Longhi et al., 
Università Politecnica delle 
Marche, Italy

This book explores the use of 
techniques and technologies 
within ICT for the improvement of 
human quality of life - encompassing patient monitoring, 
data analysis and assistive services. Also discussed are 
the future challenges to develop effective and efficient 
healthcare and assistive systems for our current and 
future society. The book offers an interdisciplinary 
approach to the study of human monitoring, smart health 
and assisted living, under a unifying point of view to 
improve Quality of Life Technology (QoLT).

2017 / 240pp / £90 / $145 
Print  PBHE0090 / 978-1-78561-150-6 
eBook  PBHE009E / 978-1-78561-151-3

Portable Biosensors and 
Point-of-Care Systems 
Editor: Spyridon E. Kintzios, 
Agricultural University of Athens, 
Greece

With views from international 
experts providing a variety of 
perspectives, this book describes 
the principles, design and 
applications of a new generation 
of analytical and diagnostic 
biomedical devices, characterised 
by their very small size, ease of use, multi-analytical 
capabilities and speed to provide handheld and mobile 
point-of-care (POC) diagnostics. It covers topics such as 
the history, development, latest research and applications 
of portable biosensors, ranging from the support of 
primary healthcare to food and environmental safety 
screening.

2017 / 384pp / £125 / $200 
Print  PBHE0030 / 978-1-84919-962-9 
eBook  PBHE003E / 978-1-84919-963-6

mailto:sales@theiet.org
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Value-based Learning 
Healthcare Systems: 
Integrative modeling 
and simulation
Authors: Bernard P. Zeigler et al., 
University of Arizona, USA

This book presents an innovative,  
unique and holistic approach 
to modeling and simulation 
approaches in healthcare 
management. From system 
architecture to modeling methodology, this book shows 
how to improve patient health and costs of care via the 
design and implementation of an efficient infrastructure. 
The framework, algorithms and methods are evaluated 
in real community environments. Researchers and 
professionals in health informatics, technology and policy 
will find this book invaluable.

The IET Book Series on e-Health Technologies

2018 / 376pp / £125 / $165 
Print  PBHE0150 / 978-1-78561-326-5 
eBook  PBHE015E / 978-1-78561-327-2

Wearable Technologies 
and Wireless Body 
Sensor Networks for 
Healthcare
Editors: Fernando José Velez & 
Fardin Derogarian Miyandoab, 
Universidade da Beira Interior, 
Portugal

This book is dedicated to the use 
of sensor devices, smart textiles 
and other wearable technologies 
applied to smart sensing in 
healthcare. The book includes discussions on activity 
recognition, RF propagation and channel measurement. 
They also cover modelling, medium access and control 
sub-layer protocols, cognitive radio, textile materials 
and security aspects. Energy harvesting within wearable 
solutions is also considered. Ideal for researchers and 
advanced students working in wearable technologies and 
wireless body sensor networks, especially those with a 
focus on healthcare applications.

The IET Book Series on e-Health Technologies

2019 / 600pp / £140 / $180 
Print  PBHE0110 / 978-1-78561-217-6 
eBook  PBHE011E / 978-1-78561-218-3

Title Author(s)/Editor(s) Price (£) Price ($) ISBN eISBN Product 
code

Advances in Telemedicine for Health Monitoring: 
Technologies, design and applications

Rashid, Chakraborty & 
Fraser (Eds)

£120.00 $155.00 978-1-78561-986-1 978-1-78561-987-8 PBHE023

Blockchain and Machine Learning for e-Healthcare 
Systems

Balamurugan, 
Chilamkurti, Beena & 
Thangamuthu (Eds)

£125.00 $160.00 978-1-83953-114-9           978-1-83953-115-6 PBHE029

Control of Prosthetic Hands: Emerging avenues and 
challenges 

Nazarpour (Ed) £115.00 $150.00 978-1-78561-984-7 978-1-78561-985-4 PBHE022

Handbook of Cybersecurity for eHealth Buchanan & Chute 
(Eds)

£130.00 $170.00 978-1-78561-764-5 978-1-78561-765-2 PBHE018

Healthcare Technologies for Elderly Populations Davis (Ed) £120.00 $155.00 978-1-83953-112-5 978-1-83953-113-2 PBHE030

Millimeter-wave Imaging for Biomedical 
Applications

Tavassolian & Mirbeik-
Sabzevari

£115.00 $150.00 978-1-78561-949-6 978-1-78561-950-2 PBHE021

Mobile Technologies for Delivering Healthcare in 
Remote, Rural or Developing Regions

Ray £125.00 $160.00 978-1-83953-047-0 978-1-83953-048-7 PBHE024

Neurotechnology: Methods, advances and 
applications

de Albuquerque, 
Aristotle & Ribeiro 
(Eds)

£120.00 $155.00 978-1-78561-813-0 978-1-78561-814-7 PBHE019

Patient-Centered Healthcare Technology: The way 
to better health

Goldschmidt & Relova 
(Eds)

£110.00 $145.00 978-1-78561-565-8 978-1-78561-566-5 PBHE017

Security and Privacy of Electronic Healthcare 
Records: Concepts, paradigms and solutions

Tanwar, Tyagi & Kumar 
(Eds)

£125.00 $160.00 978-1-78561-898-7 978-1-78561-899-4 PBHE020

Technologies and Techniques in Gait Analysis: Past, 
present and future

Chockalingam (Ed) £125.00 $160.00 978-1-83953-131-6 978-1-83953-132-3 PBHE031

Wireless Medical Sensor Networks for IoT-eHealth Al-Turjman (Ed) £115.00 $150.00 978-1-83953-056-2 978-1-83953-057-9 PBHE026

Healthcare Technologies - Forthcoming 

For the latest status of these titles please visit W theiet.org/books or contact us T +44 (0)1438 767328  E sales@theiet.org

to be published in 2020 and 2021

theiet.org/books
theiet.org/books
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Healthcare Technologies - Recent

Title Author(s)/Editor(s) Price (£) Price ($) ISBN eISBN Product 
code

Active and Assisted Living: Technologies and 
applications

Florez-Revuelta & 
Chaaraoui (Eds)

£110.00 $170.00 978-1-84919-987-2 978-1-84919-988-9 PBHE006

Biomedical Nanomaterials: From design to 
implementation 

Webster & Yazici (Eds) £105.00 $170.00 978-1-84919-964-3 978-1-84919-965-0 PBHE004

EEG Signal Processing: Feature extraction, selection 
and classification methods

Leong (Ed) £110.00 $145.00 978-1-78561-370-8 978-1-78561-371-5 PBHE016

Engineering High Quality Medical Software: 
Regulations, standards, methodologies and tools for 
certification

Coronato £100.00 $160.00 978-1-78561-248-0 978-1-78561-249-7 PBHE012

Enhanced Living Environments: From Models to 
Technologies

Dobre, Valderrama, 
Ganchev, Garcia & 
Goleva (Eds)

£100.00 $160.00 978-1-78561-211-4 978-1-78561-212-1 PBHE010

Handbook of Speckle Filtering and Tracking in 
Cardiovascular Ultrasound Imaging and Video

Loizou, Pattichis & 
D’Hooge (Eds)

£130.00 $210.00 978-1-78561-290-9 978-1-78561-291-6 PBHE013

Human Monitoring, Smart Health and Assisted 
Living: Techniques and technologies 

Longhi, Monteriu & 
Freddi (Eds)

£90.00 $145.00 978-1-78561-150-6 978-1-78561-151-3 PBHE009

Machine Learning for Healthcare Technologies Clifton (Ed) £95.00 $150.00 978-1-84919-978-0 978-1-84919-979-7 PBHE002

Nanobiosensors for Personalized and Onsite 
Biomedical Diagnosis

Chandra (Ed) £105.00 $175.00 978-1-84919-950-6 978-1-84919-951-3 PBHE001

Portable Biosensors and Point-of-Care Systems Kintzios (Ed) £125.00 $200.00 978-1-84919-962-9 978-1-84919-963-6 PBHE003

Semiconductor Lasers and Diode-based Light 
Sources for Biophotonics

Andersen & Petersen 
(Eds)

£130.00 $170.00 978-1-78561-272-5 978-1-78561-273-2 PBHE007

Soft Robots for Healthcare Applications: Design, 
modelling and control

Xie, Zhang & Meng £90.00 $145.00 978-1-78561-311-1 978-1-78561-312-8 PBHE014

Value-based Learning Healthcare Systems: 
Integrative modeling and simulation

Zeigler, Traore, 
Zacharewicz & Duboz

£125.00 $165.00 978-1-78561-326-5 978-1-78561-327-2 PBHE015

Wearable Technologies and Wireless Body Sensor 
Networks for Healthcare

Velez & Miyandoab 
(Eds)

£140.00 $180.00 978-1-78561-217-6 978-1-78561-218-3 PBHE011

mailto:sales@theiet.org
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The ultimate reference collections of highly specialised engineering 
and technology content.
Renowned as a premier international publisher, the IET offers a unique 
range of high quality eBook Collections, which support our commitment 
to advancing knowledge across the global engineering and technology 
community.

Available exclusively on the IET Digital Library, IET eBook Collections offer 
an acclaimed listing of academic and practitioner focused titles from 
1979 to 2019, covering a wide range of subject areas including control, 
telecommunications, energy engineering, computing and radar.

About our eBook Collections

IET Ultimate eBook Collection (1979-2019)

If you are looking for the definitive collection of 
world-class engineering and technology research for 
your users, the IET Ultimate eBook Collection is the 
ideal choice. 

With content dating back to 1979, the Ultimate 
eBook Collection offers access to over 500 
highly specialised engineering and technology 
publications. 

Spanning across 40 years of cutting-edge research, 
this extensive portfolio of academically focused and 
practitioner titles from both the IET and SciTech, 
covers a wide range of subject areas including; 
control, telecommunications, radar, electromagnetic 
waves, renewable energy and computing.

IET eBook Subject Collections (1979-2019)

In addition to the Ultimate eBook Collection and 
backlist purchasing options, IET eBooks are also 
available in a range of 10 convenient subject 
specific collections which offer focus to a particular 
topic and allow your users to access content in their 
field more easily.

Choose from any of the IET eBook Subject 
Collections that are featured in this catalogue 
including:

– Computing

– Control, Robotics & Sensors

– Electromagnetic Waves

– Energy Engineering

– Healthcare Technologies

– Materials, Circuits & Devices

– Radar, Sonar & Navigation

– Security

– Telecommunications

– Transportation

theiet.org/books
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Help your users:

–    Download content without restrictions 
All IET eBook Collections are available DRM-free, 
allowing multiple users to download eBooks by 
chapter or full text with unrestricted access.

–   Share content with colleagues 
Users have the freedom to view, print and save 
content on a range of devices and also share 
abstracts with colleagues.

–   Easily manage citations 
IET eBook Collections are compatible with EndNote, 
BibTex, Plain Text and RefWorks allowing for 
citations to be downloaded; ideal if your users need 
to link references.

Add value to your library:

Perpetual access to content

Providing you with the added security of on-going 
digital access without subscriptions, and the option 
to add on the new frontlist each year.

A variety of purchasing options

Depending on your requirements, you can choose 
from 12 different eBook Collections, all available on a 
perpetual access basis.

Enhanced discoverability

FREE MARC21 records offer enhanced discoverability 
for your users to locate content whenever they need to 
and with DOIs to chapter level.

Reporting tools to monitor usage

COUNTER4-compliant usage statistics allow you to 
measure online usage and the SUSHI protocol can 
help you to streamline your reporting processes.

Secure archiving with CLOCKSS

By partnering with CLOCKSS, IET eBook Collections 
offer the added guarantee that our digital content will 
be available now and in the future.

IET Books can be purchased in a variety of collections to suit your library requirements, whether you 
are looking for access to the entire portfolio or a specific collection tailored by year or subject.

IET ebook Collections Titles

IET Ultimate ebook Collection (1979 – 2019) 612

IET 6 Year Collection (2015 – 2020) 277

IET 5 Year Backlist (2015 – 2019) 202

IET Frontlist Top-Up (2020) 75

Please note: The number of titles available in the ‘IET Frontlist Top-Up (2020) is a preliminary listing.   
Due to the nature of publishing, the number of titles expected to publish in 2020 may vary.

The number of titles in each collection is subject to change without notice.

Please contact your local IET representative for further information and pricing.

How can an IET eBook Collection help your 
users and add value to your library?
An IET eBook Collection offers you a simple solution to meet your users’ requirements for instant access to 
quality research and add extra value to your library’s existing digital offering.

–   Locate relevant information quickly and easily 
Via the IET Digital Library, offer your users the 
opportunity to access research at the click of a 
button. Using the online search facility, users are able 
to search by title, keyword, author name or date.

mailto:sales@theiet.org
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HOW TO ORDER 

Member Discounts 
IET members are entitled to a 35% discount on the 
first copy ordered of any book and need to quote their 
membership number when ordering.* If more than one copy 
of a title is ordered then the discount will be applied to the 
first copy only. Books purchased with a member discount 
should be for personal use only and should not be resold. 
Individuals purchasing an e-book collection will not be 
entitled to a discount.

Customer Service 
If you have a question about your order, invoice or 
payment, or if you have a general enquiry about any of our 
publications, please call our customer service team on  
+44 (0)1438 767328 or email sales@theiet.org.

Place your order for print or eBooks from the IET: 

Online:
Print books: www.theiet.org/books
eBooks: www.ietdl.org/ebooks 

Or contact customer service:
Email:  sales@theiet.org

Phone: +44 (0)1438 767328 

Fax:  +44 (0)1438 767375 

Post:   The Institution of Engineering and Technology, PO Box 96, 
Stevenage SG1 2SD, UK 

See www.theiet.org/books for a list of regional stockists. 

Print Books

Trade, Corporate or Bulk Sale Enquiries

Librarians and Individuals

EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA 

IET
Sales EMEA

Michael Faraday House  
Six Hills Way Stevenage  
Herts, SG1 2AY  
United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1438 767328
F: +44 (0)1438 767339 
E: emea.sales@theiet.org

THE AMERICAS 

IET USA Inc 
Michael Ornstein 
Vice President & General Manager 

379 Thornall Street  
Edison, NJ 08837  
USA 

T: +1(732) 321 5575 
F: +1(732) 321 5702 
E: ietusa@theiet.org

ASIA PACIFIC 

IET Asia Pacific Office 
Eric Na 
Regional Director – Asia Pacific

4405-06 Cosco Tower  
183 Queen’s Road Central  
Hong Kong 

T: +852 2521 2140 Help Desk 
F: +852 2778 1711 
E: infoAP@theiet.org

UK / EUROPE /  
REST OF THE WORLD 
Contact:  
Ashley Rees, Global Sales Manager,  
The Institution of Engineering 
and Technology 

M: +44 (0)7725 498144
E: ashleyrees@theiet.org

eBooks

US 
Contact: Ingram Publisher Services

ipage®: ipage.ingrambook.com 

F: +1 (800) 838-1149

E: customer.service@ingrampublisherservices.com

The customer service hours of operation are Monday – Friday, 8:00 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST 
ACCESS (automated stock checking and ordering line): +1 (800) 961-8031 
Please contact Ingram Publisher Services for terms and returns details.

*Please note, the member discount set out above cannot be used in conjunction with any other discounts or promotions offered by the IET from time to time. 
Any discount/promotion codes used will be void and the member discount will take precedence.

theiet.org/books
mailto:sales@theiet.org
mailto:infoAP@theiet.org
ipage.ingrambook.com
mailto:customer.service@ingrampublisherservices.com
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ONIX 3.0 FEEDS
Metadata for all IET books is available from the IET via an ONIX 3.0 feed. This ONIX feed enables trade customers to 
receive current and up-to-date information about IET Books in an efficient and seamless way. To sign up to receive ONIX 3.0 
feeds direct from the IET, please contact sales@theiet.org. 

Payment
We accept MasterCard, American Express, Visa, JCB, Solo and Maestro. Please include the expiry date (and issue number 
and start date when it is valid for Maestro), signature and daytime telephone number. Please do not submit a PDF order 
form by email if it contains credit card information. The IET takes the security of your personal details very seriously and 
will not process email transactions. Cheques should be made payable to ‘The Institution of Engineering and Technology’. In 
the UK only, please add VAT at the current rate to all software and electronic product orders. EU customers outside the UK: 
please state your company’s registered VAT number. If you would like to open an account, please call +44 (0)1438 767328 or 
email us at sales@theiet.org for a credit application form. 

Delivery 
–   UK: Free of charge

–   Europe & Rest of the world: £4.95 per book

Overseas books will be sent via airmail. We are happy to offer express delivery/courier options: please call +44 (0)1438 
767328 or email sales@theiet.org for rates. Please allow 2–5 days for UK delivery and approximately 4 weeks for overseas. 
Orders placed before 12 noon can be delivered the next day in the UK for an additional charge: please contact us for prices.

All prices, rates and publication dates are subject to change without notice. Check the website or contact the sales team for the most up-to-date information and prices.

Consumers 
Returns should be received by our Warehouse within 30 days from date of purchase and must be returned in a resaleable 
condition in order to receive a refund. Imperfect or damaged copies will be replaced. No refunds will be given for electronic 
products which have been downloaded.

Trade Customers 
The IET operates on a sale or return basis. Returns can be made up to 10 months after the invoice date; returns received after 
this time will not be acknowledged or credited. Books must be returned in a resaleable condition in order to receive a credit 
note. Damaged returns will be destroyed and no credit note will be issued. Imperfect or damaged copies will be replaced and the 
customer will only be required to return the book jacket or send in photographic evidence in these cases. 

IET Terms and Conditions

mailto:sales@theiet.org
mailto:sales@theiet.org
mailto:sales@theiet.org
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REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES AND AGENTS

CHINA
The Institution of Engineering 
and Technology
Eric Na 
Regional Director, Asia Pacific Office
T: +852 2778 1611  
T: +852 2521 2140 Help Desk  
F: +852 2778 1711  
E: EricNa@theiet.org
Or 
Ashley Rees 
Global Sales Manager
M: +44 (0)7725 498144 
E: ashleyrees@theiet.org

ALGERIA, CYPRUS, GREECE, 
ISRAEL, JORDAN, MALTA, 
MOROCCO, PALESTINE, TUNISIA, 
TURKEY
Avicenna Partnership Ltd
Claire de Gruchy
P O Box 501
Witney
Oxfordshire
OX28 9JL
United Kingdom
T: +44  (0)7771 887843
E: avicenna-cdeg@outlook.com 

GCC COUNTRIES, AFGHANISTAN, 
EGYPT, IRAN, IRAQ, LEBANON, 
LIBYA, SOUTH RUSSIAN ISLAMIC 
REPUBLICS, SUDAN, SYRIA AND 
YEMEN
Avicenna Partnership Ltd
Bill Kennedy
Phone: +44 (0)7802 244457
e-mail: avicennabk@gmail.com 

EASTERN EUROPE
Radek Janousek
Radek Janousek 
Vratenska 384/18 
Praha 9 – 19600 
Czech Republic
E: radek@radekjanousek.com 
M: 00420 602 294 014

HONG KONG, INDONESIA, 
JAPAN, MALAYSIA, PHILLIPINES, 
SINGAPORE, TAIWAN, THAILAND 
AND VIETNAM
The White Partnership
Andrew White
andrew@thewhitepartnership.org.uk 
Tel. + 44 (0)7973 176046

INDIA, SRI LANKA & BANGLADESH
Sara Books Pvt Ltd, G-1
Ravindra Saxena 
Vardaan House, 7/28, Ansari Road, 
Daryaganj
New Delhi - 110002, India
T: +91 11 23266107
F: +91 11 43046222
E: ravindrasaxena@sarabooksindia.com

EBOOK AGGREGATION PARTNERS

EBSCO Host - https://www.ebscohost.com
Gardners Books - https://www.gardners.com/
Gobi - https://gobi.ebsco.com/about/publishers-partners
IHS - https://www.ihs.com/index.html
Ingram - https://www.ingramcontent.com/

To ensure that you are buying a genuine copy of any of our titles, you can purchase directly from the IET  
at www.theiet.org/wiringbooks or from one of our preferred suppliers, including: 

–   Amazon.co.uk – (Please note the IET can only verify books sold 
directly by amazon.co.uk, not any amazon market place seller) - 
http://www.amazon.co.uk

–   Your Scheme Provider (Certsure, NAPIT, BSI)
–   Blackwells Bookshops – http://bookshop.blackwell.co.uk 
–   Waterstones Bookshops - http://www.waterstones.com 
–     Professional Bookshops - http://www.wiringregulations.net

–   RS Components - http://uk.rs-online.com 
–    City Electrical Factors - http://www.cef.co.uk
–   Denmans Electrical Wholesalers -  

http://www.denmans.co.uk 
–   Newey & Eyre - http://www.neweysonline.co.uk 
–   The Book Depository - http://www.bookdepository.co.uk
–   Wordery.com - https://wordery.com

If you are a librarian, preferred library suppliers are: 

–    Dawsons Books - http://www.dawsonbooks.co.uk
–    Coutts Information Services - http://www.ingramcontent.com 

For the booktrade we can verify stock from these wholesalers: 

–   Bertram Books – https://www.bertrams.com
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